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Day 1  

Our trip departs from Hobart, the second oldest city in Australia (1804) - driving 

across the Tasman Bridge to the eastern shore, and on towards the Tasman 

Peninsula. There are great views back towards kunanyi/Mt Wellington (1271m), and 

over the River Derwent estuary.  

 

Many guests may remember the Tasman Bridge Disaster that occurred on 5th 

January 1975 – where the bulk ore carrier Lake Illawarra collided with the pylons, 

bringing down sections of the bridge – killing 12 people. For the next two and a half 

years the city was effectively cut in two, as 30% of Hobarts residents lived on the 

eastern shore. Bob Clifford was the major operator of ferries at the time – and 

obviously did quite well as a result of the situation. He went on to found Incat, a local 

manufacturer of high-speed catamarans.  

We pass Barilla Bay Oysters, and the Hobart International Airport (there used to be 

flights to Christchurch, NZ up until 1998) before reaching the growing little-big town 

of Sorell. This area was first settled as a farming community in 1808 – later 

proclaimed a town in 1821. It was named after William Sorell, the third Lieutenant 

Governor of Van Diemen’s Land. Before the construction of the causeways (and later 

McGees Bridge) the traditional route to the town was via Richmond. The causeway 

was predominantly built by convict labour – completed in 1872.  

We pass the turn-off to Marion Bay, home to the Falls Festival which is held every 

New Year, before descending down to the isthmus at Dunalley. On the left is 

Blackman Bay, where Abel Tasman’s carpenter swam ashore and planted the Dutch 

flag in 1642. You will also notice the conspicuous castle type structure on Boomer 

Island – built by businessman Gunter Jaeger. He was the owner of the Hope & 

Anchor Hotel for around 30 years – which built in 1807 is claimed to be Australia’s 

oldest pub. The Bush Inn located in New Norfolk challenges this – having been 

continuously operating without closure since 1815.  



In Dunalley itself we stop for a break – there are toilets and a couple of bakery/cafes. 

About an hour from Hobart, the small town is located on a narrow isthmus which 

separates the Forestier and Tasman Peninsulas from the rest of the state. The 

Denison Canal, runs between Dunalley Bay and Blackman Bay to allow boats easy 

access between the two bays. It was originally hand dug! The project started in 1901 

and was completed in 1905. In 1965 a new hydraulic swing bridge replaced the 

original bridge. It is common for Sydney–Hobart yacht racers on their return leg to 

use the canal as a convenient shortcut. Showing guests on the map gives them a 

good visual.  

The area was badly affected by bushfires on 4 January 2013, with the town losing 

about 65 structures, including the Police Station, school, bakery and local residences. 

Dunalley was first named East Bay Neck but was renamed Dunalley after Henry 

Prittie, 3rd Baron Dunalley (1807-1885). Dunalley came from Kilboy in the County of 

Tipperary, Ireland. 

Our next stop is generally Pirates Bay Lookout, 

where if It is open, we will stop for coffee at the 

local food van. This affords a spectacular first 

view across the peninsula as Eaglehawk Neck, 

Cape Huay & the pink island protrusion of 

Hippolyte Rock fill the panorama. Interestingly 

Hippolyte Rock (65m) is the most southern 

extremity of the Devonian aged granite band that runs between Wilsons Promontory 

in Victoria, through the Furneaux Group of Islands, Bay of Fires and Freycinet. Take 

note of its apparent position in the ocean, and refer back to it once out at Cape Hauy. 

It’s an optical allusion!!  

A short drive brings us to the Tessellated Pavement carpark, where there are picnic 

tables and toilets located across the road at the Lufra Hotel (small purchase 

required). This is a good spot to lay out lunch making on one of the tables whilst the 

other guide takes the group for a short walk.  

Tessellated Pavement (10 – 15 min return) 

The rock that comprises the Tessellated Pavement is mostly siltstone that formed in 

the Permian period (about 300 million years ago), by sediments that accumulated on 

a relatively low-lying area. The sediments eventually got compacted and lithified 

(turned to stone) to form the solid siltstone. Local stresses at the Earth’s surface then 

caused the siltstone to crack and fracture in certain directions, this is called jointing. 

There are three mains sets of joints; ENE, NNW, and NNE. The fact that they are 



mutually cross-cutting without off-set is a key observation that tells you the joints 

formed at the same time. The way they criss-cross is what creates the tiled-like 

appearance.  

 Time and water also played (and continue to play) a role 

in creating this site. The rocks are currently on an 

intertidal seaward platform, and thus years and years of 

erosion (i.e. since sea levels stabilised in the area 6000 

year ago), has exaggerated the tessellation appearance. 

The constant action of the salt water splashing over and 

partly covering the rocks with changing tides has led to 

the accumulation and percolation of salt water on the rocks, particularly within the 

joint. As the water gets evaporated by the sun, salt crystals forms and as they grow, 

they exert pressure on the rocks causing rocks and joints to flake away and be more 

susceptible to erosion.  

 

The salt crystallization mostly occurs in the joints, however, water that pools on the 

top of the rocks furthest away from the ocean dries the fastest and salt crystallization 

is more intense on the rock surface there, causing the depressed, or “pan-like” tiles. 

The opposite occurs for rocks closer to the water, and therefore only the joints really 

are visibly depressed, creating the “loaf-like” tiles. 

Eaglehawk Neck & the Dog Line 

 A line of ferocious dogs and detachment of 
military guards once kept a constant watch 
along the narrow isthmus at Eaglehawk Neck. 
They were on the lookout for escaped 
convicts from Port Arthur. The military 
station was established at the Neck in 1832. It 
was a vital link in the strict security system 
which operated throughout the Tasman and 



Forestier Peninsulas during the convict period. Appropriately, it was referred to as 
'the key to the peninsula'. 

Any break of the scrub, movement or slightest noise would set the hounds barking 
and alert the sentries. Dogs were also placed on pontoons out in the water to detect 
absconders attempting a sea crossing. They made an impassable barrier. When one 
of the sergeants foolishly decided to test the effectiveness of the line he was 
attacked, receiving a severe wound from one of the dogs. Melville described the 
guard dogs as a fierce and motley bunch. 

A convict handler was responsible for their care. It was he who 'brought their meat, 
shook up their beds, was their friend, and caressed them'. Today, a cutting through 
the sand dunes marks the location of the dog line. As an additional security measure 
constables' huts were positioned along both sides of Eaglehawk Bay. A similar, but 
smaller, detachment of men also guarded East Bay Neck (Dunalley). 

Martin Cash was one prisoner who managed to escape past Eaglehawk Neck twice. 
On the second occasion he escaped with two other prisoners. They managed to 
bypass the line of dogs by swimming across Eaglehawk Bay at night. They were to 
remain at large for several months. Another convict named Billy Hunt was not so 
lucky. He disguised himself under a kangaroo hide and endeavoured to bounce his 
way to freedom. Unfortunately for Billy, some hungry guards spotted what they 
thought was a tasty roo and tried to shoot it. Billy was forced to surrender! 

Crescent Bay & Mt Brown (3 - 4 hours, 9km) 
 
This is our main walk for the day, commencing from the Remarkable Cave carpark. 
There is a toilet, and some good lookout points across Maingon Bay to Cape Raoul. 
It’s worth taking a look at Remarkable Cave itself before or after the main walk – 
being especially impressive in big swell.  

The geology of the sight is quite impressive. Triassic sedimentary rocks have been 
intruded by Jurassic dolerite to form a sheet-like body of unknown thickness to the 
east of and below Remarkable Cave. The sedimentary rocks near sea-level show 
deformation and flow structures, and are composed of recrystallised predominantly 
quartz and feldspar with some darker alteration minerals and zeolite in the more 
massive parts of the recrystallised rock. The deformation was caused by the intrusion 
of dolerite. Partly because of this visual, up until about the early 20th century it was 
originally believed that Tasmanian dolerite was older than the sandstones.  

http://www.discovertasmania.com.au/about/articles/tasmanias-convict-history


The cave is not only named for its unique form, but also because its opening. When 
viewed from the observation platform at the bottom of a long flight of steps, it is 
roughly the shape of Tasmania. Continual pummelling by wave action has 
accentuated a structural fault in the cliff line, and uniquely has formed two cave 
entrances.  

The track to Crescent Bay is located 40m back from the carpark and is well sign 
posted. It meanders up and down over a series of vegetated dunes. After about 30 
mins you will arrive at the Maingon Blowhole…more often than not just a hole! This 
has formed in a similar fashion to the other sea caves on the peninsula, but over time 
compressed sea water hitting the back of the cave has weakened the rear roof area 
until it collapsed to form a tunnel/blowhole. One day the roof will fully collapse to 
form a gulch structure. If you are lucky enough to get big swell, this whole stretch of 
dolerite coastline is a formidable place and very dramatic.  

 

At a distinctive saddle, the junction to the optional Mt Brown side trip is reached. 
This is quite a steep climb, mostly on open slabs – but the friction of the rock is 
surprisingly good. The route is marked by cairns, and should be more obvious once 
the recent track work is finished. It’s best to only go as far as the first knoll – marked 
by a huge rock pile. The true summit (173m - marked with a trig) is another 15 – 20 
mins away across scrubbier terrain. Return the same way. All up it should take about 
45 mins to an hour round trip.  

The main track continues to Crescent Bay – without a doubt the most spectacular 

beach on the peninsula. The large dunes are popular for sandboarding, and 

sometimes there is a stash of old real estate signs hidden in the dunes not far from 

the track for this very purpose. Looking out towards Cape Pillar, Tasman Lighthouse 

can be seen a top Tasman Island.  

The lighthouse was built in 1906 utilising a prefabricated cast iron 

tower, shipped out from England. There are also three brick light 

house keepers cottages on the island. Access to such a remote light 

station was difficult with seas frequently too rough for supply ships 

to approach the island. Landings were originally made on the north-

west side of the island where a track known as “the zigzag” was 

built with goods hoisted ashore by hand-crane. Then a landing 



platform was constructed on the more sheltered north-east corner of the island with 

a crane operated by a steam-driven donkey engine. From there, twin trolleys were 

hauled, one up one down, negotiating the 1:1 slope with the aid of a Jelbart motor or 

a horse operating a whim. Today, access to the island is much easier by helicopter. 

The original lantern room, lens and clockwork mechanism were dismantled and 

removed when the light was automated in 1976, its replacement a smaller GRP 

structure. The last keeper left the light station on 20 May 1977. Since then the 

Australian Maritime Safety Authority and its contractor, Australian Maritime Systems 

Ltd, has maintained and serviced the light which was converted to solar power in 

1991. 

The beach is a good spot for lunch and a swim, with the central section of rocks 

providing a break from the sun in the height of summer. Return the same way.  

Day 2   

Cape Raoul (5 – 6 hours, 15km) 

This is our longest day of walking, but many say it’s not the most difficult. Access to 

the start of the track is located after following signs off Stormlea Road, towards the 

southern loop of the peninsula drive. At this junction there is a large pear orchid in a 

dip. At the trailhead there are toilets, and if you fancy – Andy’s campsite has its own 

home-built sauna!  

The track has undergone much recent upgrades, and now it is of a similar standard to 

the rest of the official Three Capes Track. There is a boot wash station to prevent the 

spread of root rot phytophthora cinnamomi. This introduced pathogen is a major 

threat to Tasmania’s native flora – causing disease and death. It belongs to a group of 

micro-organisms known as water moulds, and is the same genus of the pathogen 

that caused the Irish Potato Famine back in the 1840’s.  

 



The initial track passes through sections of bracken fern & common pink berry 

Leptecophylla. There are quite often pademelons hiding in through this section early 

in the morning. The access to this walk used to be over private property (a stile once 

crossed the fence), and sections of the old track are still occasionally visible (stone 

steps, the old log bridge). The walking is slightly up hill for the most part, ascending 

through predominantly stringybark forest - often referred to as “Tassie Oak” in the 

timber industry. As we approach the Shipstern Bluff track junction and the “Echidna 

Chair,” the eucalypts become more scraggly and endemic silver peppermints 

eucalyptus tenuiramis start to take over. These trees only grow in the south-east of 

the state. There are also many silver banksias, and the diminutive fern like 

guitarplants which are actually also members of the proteaceae family - relatives of 

grevillias, hakeas & waratahs.  

 

After the final climb up to the hill crest (turn left at 

the junction), an expansive panoramic view should be 

enjoyed. Here there are two fenced lookout points 

(400m above the ocean!) taking in views of Cape 

Raoul itself (note the distinctive “football field” 

marsupial lawn for reference), Bruny Island, 

Shipstern Bluff and the mountains of the southern regions – including Mt Wellington. 

Far below, “Shippies” is famous for its big wave surfing. It's an extremely difficult 

wave to master due to its infamous multifaceted inner formation known as "The 

Step." It attracts frequent low-pressure systems that travel north from the South 

Pole, generating frequent big swells in freezing winter waters. This reef break can be 

at times up to 10 meters high! 



 The track now follows the ridgeline over flat terrain, until a 

long descent is made to the cape. These south facing slopes 

don’t see much direct sunlight in the winter months, and are 

verging on a rainforest environment. Notable plant species 

include lichen covered Dogwoods, Purple Cheeseberries, and 

the endemic Pineapple Candleheath richea dracophylla.  

After the switchbacks, there are some impressive view points along the coast 

through this next section - passing through an extended band of She-Oak forest 

allocasuarina spp. There are often many honeyeaters through here, and a cheeky 

pair of Scarlet Robins.  

 Dolerite cliff lines soon dominate the landscape. This 

igneous rock type covers about 22% of the state. It is 

the largest exposure of the rock type in the world. 

Dolerite forms by the solidification of magma - either 

from the melting of old rocks in the Earth’s Crust, or as 

magma from the upper part of the Earth’s Mantle. 

These intrusions were likely formed in the Jurassic period during the breakup of the 

super continent Gondwana, some 185 million years ago, from a massive volcanic 

event that intruded older sedimentary rocks. This was due to crustal plates being 

pulled apart during the break-up, and plastic magma rose to fill in the gap – forcing 

its way into existing rocks forming sills and dykes.  

   

When a hot substance cools, it generally contracts (imagine a hot metal rod which 

will shorten and become narrower). Large expanses such as lava flows can not do 

this, so the surface of the cooling lava will contract equally in all directions. This 

tension leads to uniform cracking – the most efficient being into hexagonal structures 

(the same thing happens in old painting surfaces and dried mud pools). As the 

cooling proceeds into the bulk of the lava, the cracks grow at right angles to the 

cooling surface – these form features referred to as columnar jointing. As dolerite 

cools under the earths surface (older rocks creating an insulating effect), the columns 



are much larger than those formed in basalt. Over time, the older softer sedimentary 

rocks have been worn away to expose the much harder dolerite we see today.  

The track skirts the perimeter of a large marsupial lawn, which sometimes holds 

semi-permanent water in the wetter months – before climbing onto the final stretch 

of the cape. There is a track junction – left leads to the best view of the cape’s spires 

and a colony of Australian Fur Seals can be seen, heard and sometimes smelt far 

below. The right-hand track goes to a lookout directly over the cape. This is the final 

turning point for the annual Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race before entering Storm Bay.  

Cape Raoul is named after the pilot of the Bruni 

D’Entrecasteaux expedition. His journey to the 

region in 1792 was largely due to a search being 

undertaken for the missing naval officer Jean 

François de Lapérouse, who was last seen in NSW 

on route to New Caledonia. A mountain in the 

southern ranges bears the missing man’s name. Other features named on this 

expedition include Bruny Island, Maingon Bay, D’Entrecasteaux Channel and 

Recherche Bay. Matthew Flinders, not knowing of the French survey, called it Basaltic 

Cape in 1798. Subsequent geographers gravitated between the names, sometimes 

using both, but today the original name has been universally adopted.  

Return to the carpark the same way, with an optional 15-minute detour to the new 

Shipstern Bluff lookout just before reaching back to the “Echidna Chair.”  

Port Arthur Historic Site 

Port Arthur is a small town and former convict settlement. It is one of Australia's 
most significant heritage areas, and essentially an open-air museum. 

The site forms part of the Australian Convict Sites, a World Heritage 
property consisting of 11 remnant penal sites originally built within the British 
Empire during the 18th and 19th centuries on fertile Australian coastal strips. 
Collectively, these sites, including Port Arthur, now represent the best surviving 
examples of large-scale convict transportation and the colonial expansion of 
European powers through the presence and labour of convicts. 

History of Port Arthur 
 
Governor George Arthur first proposed a penal settlement on the Tasman Peninsula 
in 1827. With its clear strategic and security possibilities, Arthur considered the site a 
‘natural penitentiary’. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convictism_in_Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-air_museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_Convict_Sites
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convicts_in_Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penal_transportation


 
Besides its attributes as a ‘natural prison’ the Tasman Peninsula was rich in natural 
resources – including timber, stone, clay, lime and coal. The Peninsula was close 
enough to Hobart to allow for a viable settlement, and to develop industries for 
export within and beyond Van Diemen’s Land. In 1830 timber was cleared, building 
commenced and the first convicts arrived. Across Carnarvon Bay, at Point Puer, a 
boys’ penitentiary was established in 1834. 
 
Port Arthur was the destination for the hardest of convicted British criminals, those 
who were secondary offenders having reoffended after their arrival in Australia. 
Rebellious personalities from other convict stations were also sent there. In addition, 
Port Arthur had some of the strictest security measures of the British penal system. 
In the 1840s, a network of probation stations was established throughout the 
Tasman Peninsula. This created a more productive labour force and transformed Port 
Arthur into a large scale and diverse industrial complex that stretched across the 
Tasman Peninsula.  
 

 
 

By the mid-1840s there was a decline in transported convicts, the boy’s penitentiary 
at Point Puer closed in 1849, transportation in general ceased in 1853, and in 1877 
the Port Arthur penal settlement closed. A new township named Carnarvon was 
superimposed on the remains of the former penal settlement. The name change 
signified a desire from the residents to distance themselves from the all too recent 
“convict stain.” The site became a tourist centre and by 1880 tours of Port Arthur 
were operating. The former Commandant’s Residence became the Carnarvon Hotel. 
By 1892 Port Arthur had become an established port of call for tourists. In 1912 a 
local councillor estimated that 5000 tourists visited the town. Today there is an 
estimated 280,000 annually visit the site. 
 
A visit to Port Arthur is an optional addition at the guests own expense. Tickets are 
currently $40 for adults – and the pass gives you access to the site for a consecutive 
two days, a 40-minute guided walking tour, and a 25-minute harbour cruise. It is 
recommended to fit this into Day 2 & 3 of the tour if guests are interested. An easy 
walking track follows the coast from the dockyards back to Stewarts Bay Lodge.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criminal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security


Day 3 

Cape Hauy (4 – 5 hours, 8km) 

The track out to Cape Hauy is a popular day walk from 

Fortescue Bay, and the final leg of the governments four-day 

Three Capes Track. There is rarely a flat moment on the track 

– covering some 4000+ steps!! Take plenty of breaks and 

soak up the dramatic scenery. It is best to drop guests near 

the boat ramp area – where there is a toilet and a camping 

ground. One guide can then shuttle the bus around to the 

picnic facilities, beach access and preferred carpark for when we return.  

Starting from the boat ramp end of Fortescue Bay, the Cape Hauy trail skirts the 

rocky coastline via a wide and well-constructed track. After 15 minutes the trail 

climbs steeply inland. A good spot for a break is “Abalone Corner.” Whaling took 

place in and around the bay in the 1830’s & 1840’s.  

The track continues to climb for the next kilometre, passing 

through dry sclerophyll forest. There are some beautiful examples 

of Oyster Bay Pines, and Native Cherry Trees. The Oyster Bay Pine 

is a relative of the native cypress pines common on the mainland, 

and generally do well on these upper cliff crevices as the 

environment here is more naturally fire protected. The tree will 

hold seed in woody cones that release the seed after the 

branches die, enabling them to regenerate after fire. However, 

individual trees are easily killed by fire. They take up to a decade to set new seed 

after germination so they can disappear from a site if fires occur in close succession. 

The Native Cherry is a member of Santalaceae family, a relative of 

the famous sandalwood trees. Both sandalwood and native cherry 

grow as semi-parasites, sucking nutrients from roots of the 

surrounding plants (for example from eucalypts and acacias). They 

can occasional kill their host plant, but are not deemed as being 

detrimental to the overall bush environment. The local indigenous 

consumed the “berries” (The actual fruit of native cherry is not the red egg-shaped 

structure but the very hard nut situated at its apex – like a miniature version of a 

cashew nut) and used other parts of the native cherry as medicine. For example, the 

twigs of native cherry were used as bitter tonic and astringent (to stem bleeding).  



Some flatter expanses of scrubland are then passed before the track climbs again, 

reaching a junction. The right variant is the route coming down from Mt Fortescue. 

Here there are some bench seats, and bags can be left if guests do not want to carry 

everything out to the cape. Lunch can be had here on the return.  

 Continue left as the track begins to descend out to 

the cape. Instantly, the forest opens - presenting 

you with the rollercoaster type landform of Cape 

Hauy. This section is the steepest of the days walk. 

Once at the top of the first rise after the saddle, 

extensive panoramic views stretch far north past 

the Forestier coast to Maria Island (on a super 

clear day you can even make out Schouten Island off the Freycinet Peninsula), and 

south to Cape Pillar. Tasman Lighthouse can be seen poking up over the ridge, and 

the prominent rock pinnacle is a feature known as The Blade. Hippolyte Rock can be 

seen about 3km offshore.  For the next 1km the trail rises and falls over the 

remaining two saddles, passing a large sinkhole on the left. 

Towards the end the track borders very close to the cliffs edge, providing thrilling 

views down at multiple points (brief guests of dangers!). Once at the end you are 

able to clearly view the exceptional rock formations of the Candlestick (112m) and 

Totem Pole (65m), tall columns of dolerite skyrocketing out from the ocean. The two 

larger detached islands behind these formations are known as The Lanterns.  

The Totem Pole is a world-famous rock-climbing destination, 

normally climbed in two pitches (rope lengths) at grade 24 & 

25. Climbers reach the pinnacle by abseiling on a fixed rope 

from the mainland, before swinging across to the base of the 

pole to clip themselves into the fixed belay bolts. Once both 

have reached the base, they climb the pinnacle on a second 

rope and tag the fixed line behind them. Once at the top – 

they must perform a Tyrolean Traverse upside down back to the mainland. This 

allows them to retrieve both their ropes. It was first climbed by famous NSW climber 

John Ewbank in 1968 (using aid), and later first free climbed by another route in 

1995.  

The cape was named in honour of French mineralogist René Haüy, by zoologist and 

anthropologist Francois Peron. Hauy is often referred to as the "Father of Modern 

Crystallography,” and during the French revolution he also helped to establish the 

metric system. 



Once back at Fortescue Bay, there should be ample time 

for people to enjoy a swim on the beach on a hot day. 

There are some picnic facilities, a shelter and some 

interpretation panels. One in particular explains the sad 

demise of Giant Kelp forest from the local area. They were 

wiped out locally in 2016 – with some small patches clinging on around Bruny Island, 

and artificial reefs being attempted at Maria Island. Some 95% of Tasmanian Giant 

Kelp has been lost in the past few decades.  

Day 4 

Tasman Island Cruise  

Today’s activity is reserved for the award-winning 

Tasman Island Cruise – operated by Pennicott 

Wilderness Journeys, a locally owned company 

which started out on Bruny Island in 1999. There 

are three “usual” routes that are likely to be 

undertaken – and its hard to know what this will 

be until checking in with the crew on the morning 

of the trip or the night before. Stewarts Bay Return explores the bays between 

Tasman Island and Mt Brown. Pirates Bay Return explores the coastline from 

Eaglehawk Neck area to Tasman Island, passing Cape Hauy. Every so often you get 

lucky with the weather and score a through trip from Stewarts Bay to Pirates Bay. 

One guide can go with the group, whilst the other packs up and collects the group 

after the boat trip. Pick up locations are the Stewarts Bay Reserve (which has a large 

turning circle and parking area), and The Blowhole at Pirates Bay. There are toilets at 

both spots.  

For the boat cruise, there is no space onboard for storing bags or valuables. 

Everything you take with you has the potential to get soaked! Warm layers are 

recommended even on sunny days. There is a small toilet on board, and we 

recommend taking the ginger tablets they offer you at the start of the cruise even if 

you do not normally get sea sick. You are normally back on shore by 1pm.  

After lunch at either spot, you can start to make your way back to Hobart. Optional 

extras include a stopover at the Chocolate Factory or Unzoo at Taranna, Bangor 

winery near Dunnalley, Port Arthur, or a short 45 min walk from Waterfall Bay to 

Devils Kitchen.  

 



Alternative Walk Options 

Waterfall Bay – Devils Kitchen + Waterfall Bluff (3.5 hours) 

 This is a handy option to have up your sleeve if another 

track is closed for some reason, or if the weather is 

super wet and wild. It is generally a good graded track 

with only slight climbs, and is well protected within the 

tree cover. Be extra careful along the cliff edges, as 

many of them are not protected by safety rails. There is 

no toilet at Waterfall Bay, but there is one at either The 

Blowhole, or in a carpark just past the junction off the main highway. 

 After enjoying the views from the lookouts, take the track 

above the carpark along the Tasman Coastal Trail. This track 

eventually goes all the way through to Fortescue Bay. There 

are many punctuated sea caves throughout this area – the 

largest being Cathedral Cave, which extending under the 

bluff for 60 meters is the largest sea cave in Australia. It is a popular dive site – as is 

the ex-cargo ship the SS Nord, which now lies at a depth of 42m after striking a 

submerged pinnacle near Hippolyte Rock 1915. Another comical shipwreck tale 

involves a defiant Chief Officer aboard the SS Tasman, who went against the sleeping 

captains’ orders not to take a short cut between Hippolyte & Cheverton Rocks. He 

was said to be racing a nearby steamship to Hobart…but alas, struck an unchartered 

rock and sunk within 15 minutes. The ship’s captain John William, went on to sink 

another vessel in the Tamar River, but still somehow ended up as state premier and 

later Governor of Tasmania!  

It should take 45 minutes or so to reach an open area with a small waterfall on the 

left. This is the creek which runs over the cliffs on the coast and gives Waterfall Bay 

its name. On the right side of the waterfall there is an unmarked pad down to 

another waterfall. The track out to Waterfall Bluff gives expansive views of the area, 

and takes about 20 – 30 minutes return.  

 Once back at the carpark, continue along the 

boom gated track that leads to Devils Kitchen. One 

guide can shuttle the bus around to meet the 

group. The walk takes you past more dramatic 

coastline, passing the impressive Patterson’s Arch. 

At Devils Kitchen, there is a loop track worth doing 

that takes you over the Tasman Arch.  



Tasman Coastal Trail (8 hours, 17km) 

Another well sheltered track There are some long climbs & descents on the 

full walk. From Fortescue Bay to Waterfall Bay is 8 hours, 17 km one way. The 

track starts at the northern end of Fortescue Beach and heads north past 

Canoe and Bivouac Bay (toilet) along the cliff-tops. The track then climbs 

inland to Tatnells Hill and emerges again at the cliff top near Camp Falls. 

Bivouac Bay return is about 3 hours, 10km.  

Shipstern Bluff (4 hours, 8km) 

This track starts at the same spot as Cape Raoul, and has also undergone major 

upgrades. After the “Echidna Chair” take the right turn at the junction. Shortly after 

you will exit the forest and gain a fantastic view of Shipstern Bluff and Cape Raoul. 

1km later downhill you will come across an old 4WD track (this could be different 

now), following it to the left will take you to Shipstern Bluff. 

                

The final segment before making it onto the base can be tricky and is quite steep. A 

rough track from here leads you to the rocky plateau around the corner to your right 

where you can experience the true magnitude of the cliffs and boulders during low 

tide. If you are lucky you might get a glimpse of some of the greatest surf conditions 

in the world, though it can be quite rare, happening only twice a month on average. 

Return the same way.  

A short detour to Tunnel Bay on the return is an additional option - a rocky cove with 

some explorable tunnel formations in the cliffs. 

 



Aboriginal Heritage 

Across the Tasman Peninsula there are known to be a range of Aboriginal 

archaeological sites, testifying to the presence and activities of Aboriginal people in 

the area over many thousands of years. These sites include shell middens, stone 

quarries, rock shelters, art sites and stone artefacts. 

Unfortunately, very little is known of the first Aboriginal people to have lived on the 

Peninsula, and historical records documenting Aboriginal-European encounters are 

scarce. The French expedition of D’Entrecasteaux describes smoke presumed to be 

from Aboriginal campfires rising from the plains behind Cape Pillar but there are few 

other early records on the presence of the original inhabitants.  

The wider Peninsula, including the area covered by the Three Capes Track, is believed 

to have been part of the territory of the Oyster Bay Tribe, one of the largest of the 

Tasmanian Aboriginal tribes, thought to have contained at least 10 smaller family-

based groups. One of these groups, the Pydairrerme people, occupied the Tasman 

Peninsula - and from bones found at Eaglehawk Neck around the turn of the 

nineteenth century and later carbon-dated, we know that they had been there for at 

least 5,000 years.  

Aboriginal people moved across the landscape according to seasonal resource 

availability, and the Pydairrerme may have travelled as far north as York Plains in the 

Midlands to hunt on the inland plains during the warmer months of spring and 

summer, returning to the coastal areas in winter. It is suggested that Aboriginal 

groups from the neighbouring South-East tribe may also have visited the Peninsula, 

crossing Storm Bay by catamaran, to hunt seals, and perhaps engaging the 

Pydairrerme people in battles over young women. 

 

The work of gathering shellfish and diving for lobster was done exclusively by the 

women, who made wooden chisels and woven baskets to capture and carry their 

prey. They insulated themselves against the cold water by rubbing their bodies with 

kangaroo or seal fat. Canoe type boats were often used to visit off shore island to 

gather eggs and hunt seals. The indigenous Tasmanians are said to have had the 

most sea-worthy craft on the entire continent.  



After the various molluscs had been cooked and eaten, the shells were discarded into 

mounds which grew huge over the millennia that the Pydairrerme occupied the 

Peninsula. All such places that bear witness to the activities of Aboriginal people are 

important to today's Tasmanian Aboriginal community, and are protected under the 

Aboriginal Relics Act 1975. These collections of shells are known as middens and they 

were used during the convict days as a convenient resource. The shells were loaded 

into boats and transported to kilns where they were heated to obtain lime, which 

was then used to make plaster and mortar for building and as an agricultural 

fertiliser. One of the places where middens were exploited in this way is still known 

as Lime Bay and is a popular camping park. By the evidence of the still visible 

middens, the present-day holiday makers camp right where the Pydairrerme once 

did.  

The material culture of the Pydairrerme is speculated from a handful of first-hand 

accounts – with the possible construction of small huts, or windbreaks, from saplings 

and bark, as well as baskets made from rushes, water carriers from kelp, and cord 

and rope from rushes. 

        

Very little has been documented regarding encounters between the early colonists 

and the Pydairrerme people. By the 1820s colonists in the ‘settled districts’ between 

Hobart and Launceston were embattled in a bitter guerrilla war with the local 

Aboriginal tribes, although it is not known whether the conflict reached as far as the 

Peninsula. Some 1000 lives were lost in the overall conflicts. In 1830 Governor Arthur 

authorised the commencement of a military operation, now known as The Black Line 

- designed to move all remaining Aboriginal people from the two largest southern 

groups (the Big River and the Oyster Bay tribes) into an Aboriginal reserve, where 

they could live without trouble from the colonists. The Tasman Peninsula was chosen 

as the site of the reserve, by virtue of its relative isolation - due to the narrowness of 

the isthmus at Eaglehawk Neck. Some 2000 men (soldiers and settlers) were 

assembled to ‘drive’ the tribal Aborigines from the Midlands towards Eaglehawk 



Neck, from where a separate group of police and soldiers planned to physically 

relocate them onto the Tasman Peninsula. The operation was inevitably a failure, at 

least in a practical sense, as not one tribal Aborigine was forcibly brought to live on 

the Peninsula, however, the disturbance did remove many Aboriginal groups from 

their traditional lands, and within a few years the remote Aboriginal settlement at 

Wybalenna on Flinders Island had become both home and prison to many of the 

southern tribes.  

         

European History 

Early Exploration 

Owing to its prominent position and distinct geography, the Tasman Peninsula was one 

of the first areas of the Tasmanian coastline to be identified by European explorers, 

becoming a landscape that was commented on and visited by mariners for a century 

and a half before eventual settlement took place.  

The Dutch seafarer and merchant Abel Janszoon Tasman is credited with the first 

sighting and landfall on the peninsula, anchoring on 6 December 1642 in Blackman Bay 

to the north of Cape Frederick Henry, which was named by Tasman in honour of the 

then Dutch Prince Regent Frederick Henrijk. Tasman despatched crew members 

ashore to plant a Dutch flag and claim Van Diemen’s Land for Holland. 



 

It would be another 130 years before any encounters between Europeans and 

Tasmanian Aborigines took place, the first documented occurrence being on 7 March 

1772 when the party of French explorer Marion Dufresne came ashore at Marion Bay. 

While the initial contact appeared cordial, the experience deteriorated into conflict 

with stones and missiles being thrown by the local people, matched by shots from the 

landing party, during which exchange several Frenchmen were wounded and at least 

one Aborigine was killed.  

The French returned twenty years later on their way to the Pacific, when the scientific 

expedition of Bruni D’Entrecasteaux spent several weeks between May 1792 and 

January 1793 charting the southern coastline of Tasmania. They passed the Tasman 

Peninsula, which was thought to be an island, and named several features after 

members of the expedition including Cape Raoul and Maingon Bay.  

Within five years, and in the midst of robust competition between the governments of 

France and Great Britain for new southern colonies and strategic advantage in the 

Pacific, it was the turn of the British to make their presence felt on the Tasmanian 

scene. This was in the form of the circumnavigation of Tasmania by Matthew Flinders 

and George Bass and their crew of eight in the sloop Norfolk between September 1798 

and January 1799. Bass and Flinders formally named the peninsula in homage to 

Tasmania’s initial European discoverer, Abel Tasman, after exploring its western 

coastline where they charted and named Norfolk Bay and discovered the isthmus at 

Eaglehawk Neck. They then turned south, passing Cape Pillar, named ten years 

previously by English privateer J. H. Cox, and continued to Sydney via the Tasmanian 

east coast.  

Not to be outdone, two years later Nicolas Baudin was commissioned by the French 

government to map the southern portion of the Australian coastline, ostensibly for 

scientific purposes but tactically as a means of identifying land for French settlement. 

The task of charting the south-eastern coastline of Tasmania was given to zoologist 



and anthropologist Francois Peron, who named Cape Hauy in honour of French 

mineralogist René Just Haüy.  

Whaling & Fishing 

The rising demand for fuels and energy sources resulting from the industrialisation of 

Europe, coupled with the loss of trade from the former American colonies subsequent 

to the War of Independence, deepened British interest in the south sea as a source of 

oil products during the last two decades of the 18th century. While initially the south 

sea whaling industry was dominated by British ships pursuing the migrating pods of 

sperm whales deep into the South Pacific, increasing numbers of foreign ships began 

to supplement their catch with whales caught in Tasmanian waters. Named so because 

they were considered the ‘right’ whales to hunt on account of their slow speed, 

tendency to float when dead and high relative yield, Southern Right Whales provided 

poor quality oil for lighting and lubrication (extracted by heating the blubber in a try 

pot) but had the advantage of also producing baleen - highly valued as a tensile 

stiffener for fabrics.  

     

The development of a local whaling industry was stifled by the imposition of high tariffs 

on imported colonial oil. These were lowered in 1823 and local interest and investment 

in the fishery increased exponentially. One of the earliest bay whaling stations was 

established in 1824 at Sloping Island, off the north-west tip of the Tasman Peninsula.  

All whaling and fishing was prohibited on or immediately about the Tasman Peninsula 

in 1831 owing to security concerns following the establishment of a penal settlement 

at Port Arthur in September 1830. Breaches of this regulation were frequent, requiring 

the constant vigilance of the local convict authorities. The sheltered waters of 

Fortescue Bay proved popular for clandestine (secret) whaling, resulting in the seizure 

of a number of vessels between 1838-1840.  



With the decimation of the Southern Right Whale population and the allied shore-

based fishery, the industry again moved offshore until declining stocks forced the 

development of mineral replacements for whale products during the 1850s. 

A small fishing industry began to develop from the 1880s following the opening up of 

the peninsula for free settlement. This was initially based around the use of small open 

boats catching trumpeter and barracouta to supply the needs of the resident 

community. Bay and open-water game fishing was also promoted further afield, and 

featured in contemporary advertising material which sought to establish the former 

penal settlements as recreational attractions. There was no serious attempt to exploit 

pelagic (open water) fish stocks until the 1940s however, when a short-lived tuna 

freezing works was established by Cuthbertson’s at Fortescue Bay following the results 

of promising government-funded trawling trials. 

Small locally-based craft continued to operate out of Port Arthur and Nubeena 

throughout the first half of the 20th century, supplementing their catches with rock 

lobster and scallops until the near destruction of the latter resource on the peninsula. 

Shell-fishing was reprieved during the 1960s by the advent of scuba diving and opening 

up of abalone export markets to China (95% is exported to Asian countries), and still 

retains a strong local profile. Tasmania supplies over 25% of the world’s wild caught 

abalone product, with live annual harvest weights totalling upwards of thirteen 

hundred tonnes!  

Since the 1980s aquaculture, in the form of Atlantic salmon and Pacific oyster 

production, has emerged as a significant local industry and employer, with marine 

farms established at various locations around the embayed peninsula coastline. 

 

 



Notes on Common Fauna 

Birdlife 

Field surveys have recorded approximately 120 bird species in the park and reserves, 
including twelve species listed under the Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection 
Act 1995. Bird life in the reserves is rich and varied. There are several Little Penguin 
rookeries at Pirates Bay, Fortescue Bay, Tasman Island, Hippolyte Rocks and nearby 
the Mt Brown walking track. There are also Short-tailed Shearwater and Sooty 
Shearwater burrows and Fairy Prion nesting areas at Tasman Island and Hippolyte 
Rocks.  
 

                                            
 
Several sea and shorebird species have been observed on sandy beaches including 
the Pied Oystercatcher, Sooty Oystercatcher, Crested Tern, Red-capped Plover and 
Hooded Plover. Visscher Island north of Cape Fredrick Henry on the Forestier 
Peninsula is an important breeding area for several bird species. These include 
Caspian Tern, Black–Faced Cormorant, Pacific Gull, Kelp Gull and Silver Gull. In order 
to protect the breeding habitat for these birds, Visscher Island has been identified as 
a restricted area to which the public does not have a general right of access. Other 
offshore rocks and islands are also important breeding areas for birds.  
 
Various types of honeyeater are often seen and heard darting about in groups, 
feeding in the drier bushland – these include the Crescent (they seem particularly 
common through the she-oak forest on the way to Cape Raoul), New Holland (gullies 
out towards Cape Hauy) & the endemic Yellow Throated. The largest of them 
however (and the largest honeyeater in Australia) is the endemic Yellow Wattlebird, 
who is easily distinguished by its vomit/cough like call. A pair of Scarlet Robins has 
been spotted regularly on the walk out to Cape Raoul.  
 

            
 



Blue gum Eucalyptus globulus stands on the foreshore at Fortescue Bay and Stewarts 
Bay are important habitats for the endangered Swift Parrots. The park is the 
principal foraging habitat for at least one pair of Tasmanian Wedge-Tailed Eagles 
and walking tracks along the cliff edges often provide spectacular views of White-
Bellied Sea Eagles. Occasionally on the Tamar Island cruise, the boat will stop below 
a huge nest. It is said that these are passed on from generation to generation. 
 

                                    
  

Mammals & Reptiles 

A range of mammals occur within the Tasman National Park. Larger herbivores such 

as the Tasmanian pademelon, Bennett’s wallaby and wombats have increased in 

numbers in response to the development of pastures around the park boundary. In 

the 1930s both the Tasmanian devil and eastern quoll were reported as being more 

widespread than present. Both species occur in the park, but it is probable that they 

are in small populations within a limited distribution.  

The Tasmanian bettong and potoroo are found in the drier regions of the park. 

Dusky antechinus, swamp antechinus, eastern barred and southern brown 

bandicoots, all four possums, rodents such as swamp and water rats and long-tailed 

mouse, as well as seven species of bat have been recorded.  

The surrounding marine environment is also home to seals. 

The Australian fur seal occurs along the coastline of the park 

and has hauling grounds at Cape Hauy, Hippolyte Rocks, Cape 

Pillar and Cape Raoul. Leopard and elephant seals have been 

observed in the waters and rocks off the Tasman National 

Park. Other marine mammals include cetaceans, such as the common and bottlenose 

dolphin and the pilot, southern right and humpback whales (May – July, Sept – Nov). 

                    



 

Tasmanian Devil – once native to mainland Australia and is 

now found in the wild only in Tasmania, including on Maria 

Island where there is a conservation project with disease-free 

animals. Now the largest carnivorous marsupial in the world 

following the extinction of the Thylacine in 1936. It is 

characterised by its extremely loud and disturbing screech, keen 

sense of smell, and ferocity when feeding. The Tasmanian devil's 

large head and neck allow it to generate among the strongest bites per unit body 

mass of any living mammal land predator, and hunts its prey and scavenges carrion.  

 

Experts estimate that the devil has suffered a more than 80% decline in its 

population since the mid-1990s and that only around 10,000–15,000 remain in the 



wild as of 2008. The facial tumours that effect the devils are transferable between 

individuals. First seen in 1996 in Mount William NP, (DFTD) has ravaged Tasmania's 

wild devils, and estimates of the impact range from 20% to as much as an 80% 

decline in the devil population, with over 65% of the state affected. The state's west 

coast area and far north-west are the only places where devils are tumour 

free. Individual devils die within months of infection.  

                    

Pademelon – now extinct on the mainland. The name 

originally comes from a corruption of the Port Jackson 

aboriginal name “badimaliyan.” It is predominantly a 

nocturnal herbivore, thriving on the lawns in this area.  

 

Bennett’s Wallaby – also known elsewhere as 

the red necked wallaby. Tasmanian subspecies is 

smaller, with longer & darker shaggier fur.  

 

Short Beaked Echidna - Echidnas are monotremes 

(mammals that lay eggs). They have many features which 

are reptilian in nature - such as egg laying, legs that extend 

outward then downward, and a lower body temperature 

(about 31-32’C) than other mammals. They typically shelter 

in rotten logs, stumps or burrows, or under bushes. 

                                         



Eastern Quoll - once occurred on mainland Australia, 

with the last sighting occurring around Sydney in the early 

1960s. The species, fortunately, is widespread and locally 

common in Tasmania. Male eastern quolls are about the 

size of a small domestic cat averaging 60 cm in length and 

1.3 kg in weight; females are slightly smaller.  

Platypus - an egg-laying, semi-aquatic mammal, most 

closely related to the echidna as the only other type of 

monotreme (single hole – digestive, reproductive, 

urinary). It uses electro-receptors in its rubbery bill to 

find food on the bottom of freshwater streams, lakes and 

ponds. Males have venomous spurs, females secrete milk through their skin, and 

their young are born into burrows dug into earth banks. This iconic mammal was so 

weird that when specimens first reached Europe at the end of the 19th century they 

were considered fakes. Tasmanian platypus are relatively huge, with some adult 

males weighing up to 3 kg.  

Common Wombat - the largest burrowing mammal. 

Indeed, it is such an accomplished burrower that early 

settlers called it a 'badger'. However, its closest relative is in 

fact the koala. The Tasmanian Wombat is not as large or 

bulky, averaging 85 cm in length and 20 kg in weight. Being 

marsupials, female wombats have a pouch that in their case 

opens backward to prevent dirt and debris entering while burrowing. The distinctive 

cube shaped dung of the wombat is a useful indication of its comings and goings. Any 

new object within a home range is a prime target for marking with dung, particularly 

if it is elevated. Fallen trees, fresh mushrooms, rocks and even an upright stick have 

been found with dung on top! The cube shape means that dung is less likely to roll 

off such objects. 

Tiger Snake - Tiger snakes occur in most habitats in 

Tasmania. They become inactive over winter, retreating into 

rodent burrows, hollow logs and tree stumps. Generally, Tiger 

snakes do not stay in the same place for more than 15 days, 

males being especially prone to wandering. The highly toxic 

venom is produced in large amounts. The venom is mainly neurotoxic, affecting the 

central nervous system, but also causes muscle damage and affects blood clotting. The 

breakdown of muscle tissue can lead to kidney failure. Tasmania has two other types 

of snake – the Lowland Copperhead, & the White-Lipped Snake. Both are venomous.  



Notes on Common Flora 

The land area of the Tasman and Forestier Peninsulas is less than 1% of the state, yet 

the number of plant species present is over one third of those found across Tasmania 

as a whole – totalling some 550+ individual varieties. The vegetation types present 

include coastal heaths, dune vegetation, wetlands, saltmarshes, dry and wet 

sclerophyll forests and some small areas of sub-alpine scrub and rainforest. Tall open 

forest and coastal heathlands dominate the vegetation in the eastern half of the 

Tasman National Park, and the peninsula is known for the habitat it provides for 

many endemic plants, totalling some 70 known species. 

Although lacking in alpine and large expanses of cool wet 

environment, the peninsula is well represented in the prevalence 

of micro-habitats. This diversity of microhabitats on the peninsula 

has resulted in a substantial fern flora – and about half of the 

Tasmanian species have been recorded across the region. The 

two native conifers which occur are the Oyster Bay Pine callitris 

rhomboidea and Celery Top Pine Phyllocladus aspleniifolius. 

Callitris species are able to survive in relatively dry conditions and 

is the only Tasmanian conifer genus that has scrotinous cones (opening in the 

presence of heat) which provide some protection from fire for the seed, thereby 

allowing for post-fire regeneration. Celery-Top Pine is found only in the relatively fire 

protected areas offered by the deeper gullies and the cloud-forests of the eastern 

uplands. The fruits are bird dispersed and thus are probably relatively easily re-

introduced into burnt areas following infrequent wildfires. 

Most of the rainforest environments found on the 
peninsula are confined to the deeper gullies or to 
areas where effective precipitation is increased 
through lowered evapotranspiration (moisture 
transfer from land to atmosphere), and through the 
stripping of moisture from clouds that frequently 
clad the upper slopes. Wet Sclerophyll Forests 

dominated by the ash group of eucalypts constitute the most extensive vegetation 
type on Tasman Peninsula. The largest of these species is the Giant Ash eucalyptus 
regnans which is the tallest flowering plant in the world – with one example growing 
to over 100m tall in southern Tasmania (known as The Centurion). On the humid 
eastern half of the peninsula these forests occupy a broad range of landforms and 
substrates. Other species common in these environments include Dogwood, 
Blackwood, Sassafras and Musk Daisybush.  
 



Dry sclerophyll vegetation dominates the drier and more 
exposed western areas of the peninsula but is largely restricted 
to coastal, infertile or isolated sites in the east. Low forests and 
woodlands occur in dry coastal environments subject to salt 
laden winds and physiological drought. The spectacular sea cliffs, 
headlands and coastal slopes support sporadic copses of She-
Oak allocasuarina dominated vegetation, in which tree heights 
rarely exceed 5 m. Understorey development is generally sparse 

in these low forests due to the thick litter of she-oak needles. Male she-oaks bear no 
fruit and each year will turn a dusky red colour as they release their pollen (wind 
dispersed) from an elongated spike. The female trees have small red flowers and 
plenty of seed cones that can remain on the tree for several years. She-oaks obtained 
their scientific name from the branchlets that look very similar to that of a cassowary 
feather. The Cape Pillar She-Oak allocasuarina crassa is an endemic species isolated 
to a few specific areas of the peninsula and Tasman Island.  
 

Heathy dry sclerophyll generally occurs on Triassic sediments 
which crop out extensively in the northwest, and also on 
sheets of windblown sands deposited on coastal slopes and 
plains. Occasionally there are tall shrubs present but the 
dominant understorey layer is the distinctive dense heath. 
Bracken Fern is characteristically the dominant element of the 
understorey in frequently fired stands. In exposed coastal 

environments species become more stunted and mallee-form. Necklace She-Oak, 
Silver Banksia, Manuka Tea-Tree, and various members of the Pea family increase 
the understorey diversity in these habitats.  
 
Around Cape Pillar, Mount Brown and Cape Raoul extensive heathland and coastal 
scrub communities are found (and to a lesser extent at Cape Hauy), typically on 
skeletal dolerite soils. In exposed sub-coastal and cliff top areas the endemic Silver 
Peppermint eucalyptus tenuiramis is the major eucalypt species, with wet and dry 
heaths comprising the understory layer, depending on site drainage.  
 

 



Wet heaths in poorly drained areas are characterised by the presence of Pink Swamp 
Heath sprengelia incarnata, Wiry Bauera bauera rubioides and Sword Sedge 
Lepidosperma filiforme. The dominant tall shrubs are Manuka Tea-Tree, Scented 
Paperbark melaleuca squarrosa and Swamp Melaleuca melaleuca squamea.  
 

                        
 
The park contains several plant species, which are otherwise rare in 
Tasmania. They are four species of eyebright that are notable, as these 
are found only in coastal heathland communities within Tasman 
National Park. Shiny Cliff Eyebright euphrasia amphisysepala can be 

found in the cliffs around Cape Hauy, and Peninsula Eyebright euphrasia semipicta 
on the track to Shipstern Bluff &/or around Maingon Blowhole. The park and 
reserves are also important for the conservation of several orchid species including 

the Tapered Leek Orchid prasophyllum apoxychilium and the visually 
impressive Tailed Spider Orchid caladenia caudata. All orchids are 
perennial herbs that lack any permanent woody structure, and usually 
have a flower of bilateral symmetry. Interestingly they form the largest 
family of native plants in the state, and some species are saprophytic 

(using decaying plant material as their energy source rather than photosynthesis) and 
have no leaves. Vanilla pods are one of the more famous flavours obtained from an 
orchid species.  
 
Additional Common Flora 
 

 Guitarplant  Bushmans Bootlace  Dagger Hakea   
 

 Blue Flax-Lily  Blanketbush  Hairy Boronia 



 
 

 

 
 
 



Three Capes Track 

Prior to any proper tracks, the Tasman Peninsula coastline was seldom walked due to 

patches of dense wiry scrub or extensive thick forest, and the scarcity of drinking 

water. Only areas very close to towns or major tourist spots had walking tracks, some 

very rough until after the 1960s. There were a few, usually rough, dirt roads and 

cleared fire breaks for forestry purposes running deeper into a few areas. 

The first walking tracks were put in by the Hobart Walking Club utilising a few of 

these egresses. This started around 1969 with a marked route for a rough track to 

Cape Pillar. From the mid 70’s the track was gradually improved. Official permission 

was given for a track starting at Waterfall Bay (near Tasman Arch) running south to 

Fortescue Bay, then on towards Cape Hauy, over Mt Fortescue to Ritakuna Creek and 

then finally joining up with the Cape Pillar route. 

The walking club began work on this in 1972. Records show about 8,000 man-days 

were put in over about 35 years on various tracks in the area. Some key persons like 

Frank Morley then Richard Hopkins put in a huge effort. Frank participated in and 

oversaw most work from Waterfall Bay to Fortescue Bay, while it was mainly Richard 

from the Cape Hauy Track junction south to the junction with the Cape Pillar Track, 

completed in about 1991 bar for some improvements. 

As there were no huts and few reliable streams, the main camping areas were 

Ritakuna and Lunchtime Creeks or Perdition Ponds. These are several hundred 

metres from the Three Capes Track, and still accessible. The stunning clifftop views 

made the area popular with local bushwalkers, especially in the cooler months. 

When the Overland Track reached what was deemed its carrying capacity in the 

1990s another overnight walk for tourists was sought. The Cape Pillar area was 

thought best due to its benign climate, showstopping views and relative ease of 

access. It took several years to plan, cost and obtain finance for what was to be an 

all-weather “dry-boot” walk of low difficulty – the premier bushwalking track in 

Tasmania. A feasibility study for the “Three Capes Track” was published in 2007. 

Originally planned to be a five-hut walk running from White Beach near Nubeena, 

and taking in Tunnel Bay, Shipstern Bluff and the “third cape” of Cape Raoul – rising 

costs soon scuttled this ambitious idea. The upgrade of the Cape Hauy Track occurred 

during 2011-2012, with the remaining ‘Three Capes’ track work starting in 2012. The 

track officially opened in its current form in late 2015. Eventual costs blew out to 

around $25 million, and included some 18000 helicopter flights whist transporting 

materials. Unlike the earlier track, the upgrade involved helicopters and other 



mechanised means almost to the maximum feasible. Similarly, the huts were 

assembled from prefabricated sections flown in.  

Generally speaking, the original Cape Pillar and Mt Fortescue Tracks are not far from 

The Three Capes Track once the current T-junction to Cape Pillar is reached – with 

the biggest deviation being the new track up and over Arthurs Peak. Sometimes the 

current tracks are on the same ground as former tracks. For those who have walked 

the originals and the new, it is fair to say that the new allows one to readily travel at 

about twice the pace in most places. 

The completed modern version of the Three Capes Track is 48km long, and now 

begins from the Port Arthur Historic Site, and commences with a short boat trip 

aboard a Pennicott vessel. There are three overnight huts – all with cooking facilities 

and basic mattresses. A maximum of 48 public walkers allowed to start each day, and 

the current price per adult is $495. Other walkers are still able to access Cape Hauy 

as a return day trip, and Cape Pillar as an overnight 8-10 hour trip utilising a small 

amount of purpose-built camping areas. If returning via Mt Fortescue, the tracks can 

only be walked in an anti-clockwise direction.  

 

The track is also home to five artworks from Tasmanian artist Alex Miles (which 

includes the abalone structure over Fortescue Bay), and up to 18 different seats 

designed and built by University of Tasmania students.  

                   



Geological Overview of Tasmania 

Pre-Cambrian (1 Billion – 600 MYA) 

“Life was restricted to the oceans & land was an extensive desert.” 

The oldest rocks in Tasmania are estimated to be of Pre-

Cambrian age and occur mainly in the west, extending from 

Port Davey in the far south west to the Rocky Cape in the 

north coast. The harder rocks form the mountains and ridges, 

while the softer Pre-Cambrian rocks, such as schist, occur in 

the valleys. Examples of these ancient metamorphic rocks 

can be seen in the Arthur and Frankland Ranges, Frenchman’s 

Cap and other sites on the west coast. Pre-Cambrian rocks 

were deposited so long ago that there was no life on land, 

essentially an extensive desert and only single cell life could be found at sea. Plants 

had not evolved and the rocks were left unprotected from strong wind and rain. The 

quartzites (found in the southwestern ranges) and other Tasmanian Pre-Cambrian 

rocks are thought to have been deposited in a shallow sea, originally as sand, mud 

and silt. 

Sequences of rock known as dolomite (aged at around 800 million years) contain 

Tasmania’s oldest fossils. The fossils are single celled stromatolites and have changed 

very little over millions of years- living examples can still be found in some parts of 

Western Australia. 

Cambrian (600 – 500 MYA) 

“Volcanoes and the explosion of life on earth” 

The Cambrian period is renowned around the world for the explosion of life in the 

seas. It has been argued that at this time there was greater diversity of life in the seas 

than currently exists on earth. However, this (life) explosion was followed by major 

extinctions. Tasmania has some small fossils from this time, including (small) 

trilobites which are extinct relations of crayfish and crabs.  

Tasmania entered a period of stretching. Earthquakes and faulting produced 

depressions and left higher areas. The depressions were covered by sea water and 

the highlands remained as a chain of islands. The highland areas provided the raw 

material for erosion during the Ordovician. Eventually the stretching times were 

replaced by periods of squeezing. Chains of volcanoes formed across Tasmania. The 

volcanoes occurred intermittently for millions of years. Many of the rocks on the 



west coast of Tasmania were produced by volcanoes and some of these are known as 

the Mt Read Volcanic Belt, a highly significant mineralised belt. 

Ordovician (500 – 400 MYA) 

“Highlands, erosion and migration” 

The start of the Ordovician period was a major period of mountain destruction in 

Tasmania. They were subjected to extensive erosion and deposition of these 

sediments which were then compressed to form the sandstones and conglomerates 

that are obvious today around Queenstown, in the West Coast Range and the 

Denison Range. Big river systems carried large loads of boulders, cobbles, gravels, 

sands and clays wearing down the mountains. Large alluvial fans formed at the foot 

of mountain slopes. The rivers carried fine sediments, into the oceans where 

abundant animal life occurred. Similar processes are still occurring today in areas of 

active mountain building and erosion such as the Himalayas. 

In the middle of the Ordovician, Tasmania was covered by sea, 

shallow in some areas, deep in others. The times were very 

warm and due to continental drift Tasmania was part of a 

much larger land mass situated near the equator. Warm seas 

provided the ideal environment for the accumulation of 

marine debris and limestone deposits, from waters that were quite deep to those 

that were shallow and tidal. The Gordon Limestone (2 km deep), formed from these 

marine and limestone deposits (known as calcium carbonate), is one of the most 

complete carbonaceous (limestone) sequences in the world. It outcrops in parts of 

the Franklin and Gordon River valleys and around Mole Creek. 

Devonian (400 – 300 MYA) 

“The building of mountains and very quiet times” 

The Devonian were very quiet times to start with. 

Sediments accumulated on the edges of seas. It was 

about this time that life started to invade land.  

Tasmania had two discrete geological provinces up to 

this time - separated by a major fault known as the 

Tamar Fracture System. In many ways it may have 

resembled the San Andreas Fault system. This fault was the boundary between two 

continental plates along which there was considerable lateral movement. The major 

collision of the two continental plates occurred along the whole of south east 



Australia - the Great Dividing Range is the eroded legacy of this event. This was a 

major mountain building event and it generated a tremendous amount of heat 

resulting in widespread melting in the crust deep below the surface. The heat 

produced magma (molten rock), which gradually cooled at considerable depth below 

the surface. It is this cooled magma that has formed the spectacular granites 

extending from the Tasman Peninsula to Wilsons Promontory in Victoria. 

Permian & Triassic (300 – 200 MYA) 

“Glaciers, fossils & swamps” 

Newly formed mountains to the north west, the result of the collision of continents, 

were again subject to erosional processes. The eroded material was deposited in 

what is known as the Tasmania Basin. The Tasmania Basin covered a large part of 

central and eastern Tasmania. Some of the deposits indicate glacial times as 

Gondwana had again drifted south. Many other Gondwanan continents have similar 

rock sequences. Fossil Cliffs on Maria Island is one of the best examples in the world 

of fossils from this time. The dense fossil shell deposits, mark one of the biggest 

extinctions since the Cambrian. The site contains large drop stones (granite) in layers 

near the fossils, indicating that glaciers or icebergs were melting and dropping the 

eroded material.  

As the sea retreated and the climate warmed up, the Tasmania 

Basin was drained by broad meandering river systems. These 

were the times of dinosaurs, though interestingly dinosaur 

fossils have not been found in Tasmania. The Permian and 

Triassic periods are well represented throughout Tasmania at 

sites such as Maria Island (Fossil Cliffs and Painted Cliffs), 

Tasman Peninsula (Tessellated Pavement and Tasman Arch), 

throughout the Cradle Mountain- Lake St Clair National Park 

and Mt Field National Park. 

Jurassic (165 MYA approx.) 

“Gondwana – the breakup of the landmass” 

The break-up of Gondwana is a much talked about event and it 

had major implications for the geological development of 

Tasmania. In a relatively short space of time about 165 mya 

approximately, 1500 cubic kilometres of dolerite magma 

intruded into the earth’s crust just below Tasmania. The state 

has the largest exposure of dolerite in the world. The rock 



cooled from incredibly hot temperatures, solidified and contracted, producing the 

columnar jointing so often apparent today forming dolerite cliffs. 

Tertiary (65 – 7 MYA) 

It was at about this stage that Tasmania started to look something like it does today. 

Antarctica and mainland Australia broke free, about 45 million years ago. The 

breakup of the supercontinent produced enormous tension in the Earth’s crust 

resulting in faulting which created the early mountain ranges and valley systems we 

see today. These have been moulded continuously by water and occasionally by ice 

to reduce the landscape we see today. 

Pleistocene (2 MYA – present) 

The last 2 million years has seen a number of different glaciations occur in Tasmania. 

The most obvious impacts are on the high mountain areas in the form of erosional 

changes, caused by ice and snow. Areas of lower altitude, being less effected by ice 

and snow, did not encounter such obvious changes, except that the effects on sea 

levels were quite significant. The sea level dropped sufficiently on some occasions to 

create the land bridge between Tasmania and mainland Australia. Lakes and swamp 

deposits from these times now provide important information on the climatic 

history.  

 

As the ice retreated and glaciers melted the sea levels rose to a level similar to today. 

Sand that was transported landwards by rising seas and down rivers, accumulated 

along seashores producing spectacular landforms such as the isthmus features on 

Bruny Island, Maria Island and at Freycinet Peninsula as well as many other coastal 

land forms. 

 



Tasman Peninsula Specific Geology 

The oldest rocks known in the area are quartzites and metapelites (fine grained 

metamorphosised sedimentary rock) reported at over 350m below sea level in a hole 

drilled just north of Lufra Hotel. These are correlated with the Siluro-Devonian 

Mathinna Beds, seen elsewhere in the state. The core from the drill hole shows 

these rocks to be intruded by igneous granite.  

Granitic rocks crop out beneath the sedimentary rocks of the 

Parmeener Supergroup near Cape Surville further north, and as 

isolated occurrences on Cheverton Rock and the Hippolyte Rocks. 

The granitic rocks are thought to be Devonian in age, and are from 

the same band that extends south from Wilsons Promontory (Victoria), Flinders 

Island, Bay of Fires, Freycinet and Maria Island.   

The glaciomarine sequences (high latitude, deep ocean) of the 

Malbina Formation, which consists predominantly of siltstone 

with some sandstone beds, crop out along the east coast from 

Clyde’s Island (North Pirates Bay) to Waterfall Bay and 

possibly beyond. The Tessellated Pavement, Fossil Island, The 

Blowhole, Tasman’s Arch and the Devils Kitchen are all 

composed of this formation - and is supposed that it was 

deposited in a shallow sea beneath drifting ice during the 

Permian period.   

A feature noticeable in the cliff of Permian rocks along the eastern coast is the 

development of sea caves, cut into bedrock and sometimes floored by a veneer of 

rubble - at heights of a few to many metres above sea level. It seems likely that some 

of these developed at higher stands of sea level. 

 

“Fern Tree” Mudstone occurs at Point Puer, Tunnel Bay and on the north-western 

face of Tasman Island among other places. Also of Permian origin – it is thought to 

have been deposited in a brackish lagoon marginal to the sea and intermittently ice 

covered.  



When categorising these sedimentary rocks, it can seem a bit confusing - but think of 

“mudstone” as a lump term really. Generally, the type of rock depends upon how the 

fragments are transported and their general size. “Mud” (often formed in the 

calmest waters, as opposed to more mobile sand or gravel) is material that is silt 

sized and smaller - so a mudstone contains both silt-sized material and clay-sized 

material with no size range dominant. A shale is fissile (platy), whereas a mudstone is 

more massive (uniform in structure). Siltstone consists of particles of a specific size 

range called ‘silt’. A siltstone might contain minor amounts of clay sized material, or a 

minor amount of fine sand, but most of a siltstone will be ‘silt-sized’ particles. Silt size 

is smaller than fine sand, and larger than clay. 

 

Much of the peninsula west of the Arthur Highway has Late Permian/Triassic 

Sandstone as the surface rock and this rock is well exposed in cliffs along the Norfolk 

Bay coast. 

Jurassic Dolerite is visibly abundant on the peninsula – and 

has intruded the older sedimentary rock types. These older 

rocks act as an insulator for the molten magma, slowing the 

cooling rate and allowing time for large crystals to form. 

Columnar jointing also occurs during this cooling process, as 

a cold material usually takes up less space than a hot one. The surface areas begin to 

contract equally in all directions, and crack into uniform hexagon like structures - as 

the cooling continues into the bulk of the remaining magma. Unweathered dolerite is 

normally grey in colour, but chemical changes caused by oxygen and water convert 

iron rich minerals in the rock to yellow or brown iron oxides.  

                                      



 
 

The cliffs we see today were formed during glacial/interglacial cycles in the last 2-3 
million years of the Pleistocene. During colder periods, sea level was much reduced 
and the coastal cliffs seen today would have resembled dolerite mountain 
escarpments such as those of the Great Western Tiers in central Northern Tasmania 
or Mt Wellington. At these times, including during the period 20 000 to 10 000 years 
before present, faulting, scarp retreat and erosion - including periglacial processes 
(glacial extremities) - would have produced these escarpments. Slope deposits from 
Remarkable Cave date to this period.  
 

During times of high sea level (warmer periods) 
such as the present, wave action caused basal 
erosion and over steepening of slopes and cliffs. 
There are many modern instances of rockfall, 
slope failure and dolerite column collapse. The 
results of this process of undercutting can be 
seen in some of the spectacular sea caves, 

arches and blow-holes for which the area is renowned. These features are usually 
best developed in the underlying sedimentary rocks where they outcrop at sea level. 
However, they can also be observed in dolerite terrain. Where dolerite columns have 
resisted erosion, they may form spectacular scenery. For example, Capes Hauy, Pillar 
and Raoul, islands, islets and sea stacks such as the Candle Stick and Totem Pole.  



 

 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 



Notes & Corrections: 
 
Please jot down any information that you feel will help contribute to make this 
resource more factual & interesting!! 
 


